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Mason Diebold
Staff Writer

Odd?Rod rose above his circumstances to become an inspiring speaker
and poet. He comes to Rose on January 13.
Photo Courtesy of oddrod.net

“Not only do students get to attempt to
keep all of those resolutions for more
than just a week or two, Rose has a lot of
events to offer as well.”
Page 4: The latest in TV: Luke Cage and Westworld
Page 5: Find out what your New Year’s Resolution
should be!
Page 6: “Fake” news and affirmative action
Page 7: Boycotting a bowl game, and more

The Rose Thorn
Meet Tuesdays
O259 5:15pm

Joseph Lee
Staff Writer

Scientific progress and research go hand-inhand.

“Regardless of a Rose student’s
future job, research will continue to be an integral part of their
career.”

Photo Courtesy of National Institutes of Health
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Stadler’s Barber Shop
Your Local Licensed Barber
Open Monday—Saturday 8am—5pm
1919 Maple Ave (812) 236-9148



Haircuts $6
Wet Cuts, Style Cuts $10




Complete Beard Trim $10
Haircut & Complete Shave $20

“ No beautician is qualified to do men’s hair. No barber is qualified to
do women’s hair”

No Appointment Needed, Walk-ins Encouraged

Want to access your
favorite old issues of
The Rose Thorn? Find
them at
http://scholar.rosehulman.edu/rosethorn/

Advertise with
The Rose
Thorn
TheRoseThorn.BigCartel.com

Scenic
Rose
Photo by Marc
Schmitt
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Our Mission Statement:

ISSUES of The Rose Thorn are published on the second through ninth
Mondays of each academic quarter

We are Rose-Hulman’s independent student newspaper.
We keep the Rose-Hulman community informed by
providing an accurate and dependable source for news
and information.

WEEKLY MEETINGS occur at 5:15 p.m. on the first through ninth
Tuesdays of each academic quarter. All members of the Rose-Hulman
community are welcome to attend.
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Mason Diebold

Lauren Wiseman

Staff Writer

News Editor

Dylann Roof Found Guilty on All Charges
On June 17, 2015, Dylann Roof entered Emanuel African
Methodist Episcopal Church during a prayer service, and at the
end of the service when the attendees bowed their head in prayer,
fired 70 rounds from a Glock .45-caliber pistol. In total, Roof killed
9 persons in attendance at the church, and was put on trial for 33
federal charges.
The charges included, but are not limited to, murder, attempted murder, committing a hate crime, and obstruction of exercise of
religion involving a dangerous weapon. Roof was seen on security
footage entering the church on the day of the shooting, and approximately 45 minutes later, leaving after poking his head out the door
looking for police officers.
Roof confessed on tape to FBI agents to all counts of murder,
but was surprised to hear he killed nine people, when he believed it
was five or less, and then proceeded to laugh and declare himself a
white supremacist. A 2,000 word essay, along with videos of Roof
taking target practice in his yard, and photos of him displaying a
Confederate flag were displayed to the jury during his trial, beginning on December 7.
The jury of the trial reached a verdict on December 15, after
approximately two hours of deliberation, the jury found Roof guilty
on all 33 charges. Roof will begin his sentencing trial in January of
2017, and plans to represent himself.
2016 Arctic Report Card Has Arrived
The Arctic is a region in which dramatic changes have occurred over the past few decades. The shrinking and thinning of
sea ice have had major impacts on the region, and its populations,
alongside this temperatures in the Arctic are rising twice as fast as
average planet temperatures. These trends continue into 2016,
new low records for winter peak sea ice and summer minimum sea
ice were created.
Alongside this, air temperatures reached record heights during the summer, and the Greenland Ice Sheet had the second earliest onset of spring melting on record. The annual Arctic Report
Card displayed all of these data points, and Jeremy Mathis, director of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (the
administration which releases the report card every year), stated
that the year showed “a stronger, more pronounced signal of persistent warming than any other year in our observation record.”
While many in this administration continue to push for
change and larger coverage of the global warming epidemic, many
are uncertain of the future of the region. Mathis stated he did not
envision any changes to the Artic Report Card, but many in the
current administration fear their research may come to a stop
when the Trump administration takes office after the New Year.
SpaceX Unable to Meet 2017 Deadline
After the retiring of NASA’s space shuttle in 2011, American
astronauts have been taking to Russia in order to get to the International Space Station. However, SpaceX and Boeing have been
striving to bring astronauts back to America and launch them into
space, at lower costs than before. If successful, SpaceX and Boeing
will become the first private companies to ever launch astronauts
into space.
However, the launch deadlines the companies initially
released may have been too ambitious: both companies
initially aimed to finish both uncrewed and crewed test
flights before the end of 2017, but have since altered their
deadlines due to technical difficulties. After their Falcon 9
rocket exploded on the launch pad in September, SpaceX
was grounded, and is hoping to resume launching in January.
At the same time, NASA’s International Space Station Advisory Committee is taking issue with SpaceX’s plan to fill up the rocket’s propellant tanks with astronauts aboard. This could lead to the
company refining boarding procedures, and/or adding new safety
procedures. However, if all goes well SpaceX hopes to have their
first uncrewed flight underway in November of 2017 and its first
crewed flight following in May of 2018.
2016 Environmental Wins
Many agree that 2016 was not the best year, but there have
been some upsides. Some important positives of 2016 are environmental achievements, which given the rapid onset of global warming, are especially exciting.
For the first time ever, the installation of new renewable electric-generating capacity outpaced the growth in
fossil-fuel generating capacity. That means more power
was produced from wind, solar, and other clean, renewable, energy sources than were produced from coal or oil.
Alongside this, a report by the U.S. Energy Information
Agency has concluded that renewable energy is set to overtake coal as the dominant electricity source worldwide by
2040.
Another exciting change is the protection of waters off Hawaii
and Cape Cod. President Obama managed to conserve more land
or water than any president in American history by enlarging the
Marine National Monument in northeastern Hawaii and creating
the first marine protected area off of Cape Cod. The preservation of
oceans hasn’t just happened in America though, in September,
Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Colombia agreed to protect 10,000
square miles of ocean wildlife corridors near the Galapagos. A
month after this deal 25 countries came together and agreed that
the Ross Sea, a pristine ocean off of Antarctica, should be left as a
marine wilderness, making it the Earth’s single largest protected
area.
While the year may not have gone as many wanted, or expected, there is a lot for everyone to be proud of in 2016 when it
comes to the environment.

ple. The Syrian government quickly pointed fingers at the rebellion while western governments
claimed the government had to be responsible.
With the threat of a U.S. military intervention
looming, President Assad promised to eliminate
the chemical weapons arsenal.
In the midst of all of this, the Islamic State

During the 2016 election, it became something of a joke when Libertarian presidential candidate Gary Johnson responded, “What is Aleppo?” when asked what he
would do for the Syrian city if
elected. However, Johnson’s
ignorance revealed an ignorance that spread across the
whole nation. After his gaffe,
U.S. Google searches for Aleppo increased 15,625 percent
compared to the 90 day average.
From the beginning, the
conflict escalated to horrific
levels. In March 2011, teenagers painted anti-government
graffiti on the side of a school
building. When the teenagers
were arrested and tortured,
pro-democracy protests began
in the city of Deraa. The government retaliated with force Aleppo’s rebel-held neighborhood Al Mashhad after an airmuch greater than that of the strike July 25, 2016.
demonstrators, opening fire on
the protestors. As a result, Photo Courtesy of NBC News
more protests sparked up in
gained dangerous footholds. IS jumped at the opmore cities across Syria.
portunity to take control as the world dissolved
At first, Syrian President Bashar al-Assad
into chaos and panic. The terrorist organization
seemed to waver between reform and force. In the
declared a caliphate, a government run by a spirend, though, Assad began a series of harsh crackitual leader in Islam, in June 2014. The UN dedowns in April, rolling tanks into cities as the procried their acts, accusing the terrorist group of
tests grew more violent. By July of that year, hunwaging a “campaign of terror.”
dreds of thousands were protesting the governTo help combat the rising threat of terrorism,
ment in the streets of Syria. It was by that point,
both the United States and Russia began a sort of
opposition began arming themselves. This was
war-by-proxy. September 2014 saw a US-led sefirst a measure for self-defense, but as more govries of airstrikes to “degrade and ultimately deernment forces poured into the cities, it became a
stroy” IS, in the words of President Obama. Rusmeasure to drive out those forces. The BBC resia, too, began an air campaign of their own.
ported, “Fighting reached the capital Damascus
While they claimed to target terrorists, opposition
and second city of Aleppo in 2012.”
activists claimed the attacks mostly decimated
I am Syria, a website devoted to educating
Western-backed
p e o p l e
civilians and reabout the
bels.
Russian
Syrian peoPresident Vladiple and the
mir Putin said
conflict,
on 60 Minutes in
said
the
2015 the only
ethnic culway to peace was
ture of the
through a Kremlin-backed Assad regime.
country complicated the escalating violence conThe conflict dragged on, but then a ceasefire
siderably. “The Assads and much of the nation’s
was finally agreed upon in September 2016. Three
elite, especially the military, belong to the Alawite
days after the agreement, 23 people were killed
sect, a minority in mostly Sunni country.” While
during an airstrike. Accusations about who was
the government and military forces possess
responsible volleyed between the U.S. and Russia.
“crushing firepower and units of loyal, elite
The airstrikes escalated in intensity and frequentroops,” the rebels in the nation “should not be
cy, leading Syria to the state it is in today.
underestimated.”
Most recently, the government retook control
By this point, the conflict had gotten the
of Aleppo from rebel forces on December 13,
world’s attention. The United Nations Security
2016. Russia and Turkey slapped together a ceaseCouncil issued a warning to all parties to cease the
fire long enough for civilians in eastern Aleppo to
use of weapons in populated areas. However, this
evacuate. That ceasefire would collapse after less
statement from the UN did not stop the Syrian
than a day of being put into effect. The UN Securigovernment dropping barrel bombs on rebel
ty Council gathered for an emergency session after
strongholds, and the UN said the attacks could be
reports came back of rising civilian deaths. The
considered massacres.
evacuation ground to a halt, and blame landed in
As a nation of great influence and military
the laps of rebels. Many accused the rebels of not
power, the United States had to create a policy for
allowing movement through their sieges of prohow to handle the Syrian conflict. President
government towns.
Barack Obama gave a statement in August 2012:
Today, the death toll has climbed
beyond 470,000. Over 4 million
Syrians are refugees, and 6 million
are displaced inside the nation
itself. Children are at extreme risk
of illness, abuse, and exploitation.
There are ways to help, however.
One reliable place to give is the
International Red Cross at
https://www.icrc.org/en/donate.
They are “standing at the ready to
help Syrians still trapped in Eastern Aleppo.” Another group to
give to is The White Helmets, Syria’s civil defense at https://
herofund.whitehelmets.org/
donate/crowdfund/. They are
A substantial number of refugees are children, but those still working to evacuate Aleppo and
protect the civilians still inside. A
in Syria are at risk for malnourishment and exploitation.
third is the Preemptive Love Coalition, which have different levels
Photo Courtesy of AFP
of giving based on what people
are able to give; they can be found at https://
“We have been very clear to the Assad regime, but
preemptivelove.nationbuilder.com/aleppo. If one is unaalso to other players on the ground, that a red line
ble to give financially, one way to help is to share the stofor us is we start seeing a whole bunch of chemical
ries of the refugees.
weapons moving around or being utilized.” This
Keep in mind, this is by no means an exhaustive look
“red line” became a buzzword of sorts, and the
at the crisis or a definitive list of organizations to give to.
world watched to see if the Assad regime would
This barely scratched the surface, but as the holiuse chemical weapons on its people. On Septemdays approach, think where and how one can help
ber 4, Obama backtracked, insisting, “First of all, I
in this situation. With so much panic, confusion,
didn’t set a red line; the world set a red line.”
and fear lingering in the air, it has become infiThat red line would be crossed in August
nitely more important to do something out of
2013. Rockets were fired into Damascus suburbs,
love.
and the nerve agent sarin killed hundreds of peo-

“Today, the death toll has
climbed beyond 470,000.”

Entertainment 4
Oluwadara Nafiu
Guest Writer
In a year where Google searches for “How
to move to Canada?” leapt to unprecedented
levels, where the public witnessed a battle for
power with more collateral damage than the
climax of a Superman movie, nothing was
more timely, more needed, than Marvel ’s
Luke Cage. Just as politics itself began to deteriorate into a reality TV show, Netflix released an original series that delved unrepentantly into politics. In his cinematic masterpiece, Cheo Coker takes a ten-toes-down approach to tackling issues most of his contemporaries shy away from.
For a show with that much ground to cover, you wouldn’t expect the season’s one-hour
pilot to be as relaxed and comfortable as it
was. Luke Cage (Mike Colter) is introduced as
a man who, like many of us, just doesn ’t want
to get involved. Standing at 6’3’’ and all muscle, Cage is a minimum-wage janitor at a
small-town barber shop. One of the clients
offhandedly refers to him as a “brother with a
broom,” the epitome of wasted potential. As
the camera sweeps lazily around “Pop’s” barbershop, Luke’s stiff movements and hesitant
involvement with conversation hint at a complex backstory. Is he an ex-soldier? Exconvict? Both, maybe? The plot keeps us suspended in this way for much of the show ’s
runtime, systematically revealing bits of
Cage’s history with realistic progression. The
protagonist is the polar opposite of one-

dimensional— mysterious in the most intriguing way.
Netflix
Originals
have
always
been
known for their expert
use of the surroundings
to convey the story, and
this was highlighted in
Luke Cage. Like Daredevil, this series conveyed a sophisticated
plot with only a handful
of locations. The small
setting (Harlem, New
York) gave the story an
element of realism that
large-scale projects like
The Flash or DC Legends of Tomorrow often
miss out on. In many Talk about thick-skinned.
ways, this masterful
control of scope, cou- Photo courtesy of thrillist.com
pled with the humorous
barbershop banter sprinkled throughout,
hero depiction to date, and offered a refreshhelped the viewer gloss over some of the less
ing change in the right direction. I could look
refined aspects of the show. Unclear motives
through the occasional plot hole to appreciate
and heavy-handed acting plagued many of the
that.
“bad guy” performances. There were times
Coker had a slew of topical issues to cover
where it felt as if Mahershala Ali’s depiction
with his Marvel masterpiece, and at times that
of antagonist Cornell Stokes was one halfdiversity did seem to stretch the plot. Howevchewed apple or foreboding knuckle-crack
er, these were all details in a much larger naraway from being a mob boss stereotype in a
rative. 2016 exposed several systemic probgreasy 80s gangster film. Still, Luke Cage was
lems that have gone unnoticed for too long.
easily the most realistic, down-to-earth superNo matter your opinion of Black Lives Matter,

“Luke Cage was easily the most realistic, down-to-earth superhero depiction
to date, and offered a refreshing change
in the right direction.

Marc Schmitt
Editor-In-Chief

The good old HBO body count we’ve all grown to expect.
Photo courtesy of collider.com

racial profiling, or the criminal justice system,
viewers must agree: Luke Cage is sharply current, and alarmingly relatable. And of course,
what better perspective to view police brutality, mass incarceration, and the drug war from
than through the eyes of an innocent, but bulletproof, African-American man?
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New Years Resolutions Suck
And what you should try instead

Seun Ladipo
Lifestyle Editor
With winter quarter coming to a pause this week we are heading into a completely new year. Leaving behind all the things we
accomplished along with all of the mishaps of 2016 2017 is a
clean slate for anyone to take some time to better themselves in
a new way.
For many people this method of bettering themselves has taken the name of a new year resolution as has tradition been for as
long as I can remember. The tradition of sitting down with
yourself and taking the time to think out a vague goal and finding the right caption to use when you post it on social media always starts with lots of optimism and... ends with that same
thought.
Let’s be honest with ourselves new year resolutions are the
worst. They are a systematic repetition of the same ideas that
rarely get accomplished at all. People create these resolutions in
order to create a sense of potential for the year. The common
phrase especially by our generation “new year, new me” started
as an optimistic phrase although it has devolved into an internet
joke.

Gym memberships often see a spike around the turn of the new year.
Photo Courtesy of ph.labs.com

What should you do instead?
If one wants to truly make a genuine change to their own
self, they must have both the initiative and the willpower to
make that change themselves. If you want to lose a few pounds
this year and have that body image you ’ve been longing for the
only thing that will help you is getting up and going to make a
difference in any way you can on your own accord. Sure there
are programs and groups you can join that will offer you support
but in the end of the day you are the one putting in the work to
accomplish your own goals. If the time you decide to make this
change in your life is around the turn of the year so be it, although make sure you know your own motivations and make any
change on the accord on your own mind, not on the ideas of a
nation.
New Years Resolutions have been an American tradition for years.
Photo Courtesy of cdn-img.health.com

Why do new year’s resolutions suck?
The idea of the entire world changing a new leaf at the same
time has always been preposterous. Having an ambition and pursuing that ambition with a group of friends is a great idea as
support is always helpful when trying to pursue a change in your
life for although, when on a scale this large it does have a multitude of problems. When you want a make a change in your life
the only way that it will actually happen is if you yourself have
the drive to make that change personally by dedicating time to
that area of one’s life. If you try to make that change on someone else’s imitative or in this, case the initiative of the whole
world, I doubt you will have as much success.

Is there any good that come from new year’s
resolutions?

Having said all of this about new year ’s resolutions in all
honesty they aren’t all bad. They do offer a few benefits to our
society. Many elementary schools commonly use this time of
year to learn about different ways to change instilling in the ideas that change is good and the constant improvement upon one ’s
self. Another benefit that these have for our society is that even
if they don’t work in the long term, they really do get people up
and moving around trying new things. Due to this there still is a
small percentage of people that really do make a change for the
better in their own way.
In conclusion, I do not truly believe that new year ’s resolutions are the worst, although I do believe that people waste their
time trying to impress others by publicizing what they want to
do on social media never committing themselves to those same
claims. That being said there is nothing wrong with making this
change at new year’s although as when you do make this change
remember to know your motivations and do it for yourself.

Album Review: Hamilton
A new take on an old story
Seun Ladipo
Lifestyle Editor

Lin Manuel Miranda the composer, playwright, and Lead Actor in Hamilton
Photo Courtesy of wernermedia.com
O n A p r i l 1 st, o f t h i s y e a r t h e n o w c r i t i c a l l y a c c l a i m e d M u s i c a l ,
Hamilton had its Broadway debut. Since the day it was first
shown this Musical has gained massive popularity in not only the
world of Broadway shows but in all of entertainment itself. The
use of an ethnic cast taking the place of a primarily white characters has really had an effect on people. This decision by Lin
Manuel Miranda is one of the reasons that this play has been so
successful. The soundtrack to this Broadway Musical about the

founding fathers of the united states also has a serious twist that
has elevated this play has single handedly elevated Broadway to
a whole new level of popularity.
The composer, of this album is the ever talented Lin Manuel
Miranda. He is also the Playwright and Lyricist for Hamilton and
he had also written the lyrics for the music in in the heights.
Hamilton was Lin Manuel Miranda ’s first official project as he
was the main source for all of the material on this Musical. His
success from this play has really shown itself as it has become
one of the most sought after shows in recent history.
As for the soundtrack for this play its combination of different genres including Hip -Hop, Rap, and classical music have really created a new atmosphere that Broadway had not touched
upon in the past. Songs on this album telling the amazing story
or American hero Alexander Hamilton through not only singing
but lyrical wrapping makes this album sound like what Shakespeare would have written if he were alive today. The rapping in
songs on the album such as “Aaron Burr, Sir ” and “Alexander
Hamilton” on the album really show how much the rapping
sounds like rhythmic poetry rather than simply singing as in
other musicals. The rapping and color in this show and on the
album also serves as an analogy for America itself showing how
we have changed since this time as a people.
The music on this album is such high quality it can be listened to at any time and the Album tells the story of Hamilton
himself even without the visuals of the musicals itself. The music
is also extremely diverse and unique using fusing trap beats and
classical organ piano together in the same song giving the music
a tone that can only be expressed by the musical itself. After listening to the soundtrack I want to go see the play in reality as I
have enjoyed listening to a fraction of the experience so much
Personally I am not a fan of Broadway or musicals as a whole
although the music on this album has left me speechless. The
music on this album caters to anyone looking for an amazing story along with a mellow yet energetic feel as there is a full orchestra, band, choir, and a lot of lyrical rapping on the album. I
recommend for anyone whether they like Broadway or not to take
a listen to this album.
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“Affirmative action takes the
American dream of self-achieved
success and punches gaping
holes through its fabric.”

Diversity is cool and all, but have we sacrificed meritocracy?
Photo from http://www.johnlund.com/

“The war on so-called
“fake news” is nothing
more than a thinly
veiled way of discrediting others’ viewpoints.”

An oft-cited example of fake news.
Screenshot from WTOE 5 News
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Boycotting a Bowl Game

RHIT SPORTS BOX SCORES

Blake Powell

RHIT Men’s Basketball

Sports Editor

The University of Minnesota had a very successful football season which is
why they qualified for the Holiday bowl. However, aside from their success on
the field, they have had a lot of troubles off of the field.
The football team had ten of their players suspended due to a violation in
team policy and being accused of sexual assault. As a result of these ten players
being suspended, the rest of the players decided to boycott the team by not
participating in school activities until the players were reinstated. Part of this
boycott included the Holiday bowl which would mean that the Bowl game
would count as a victory for the Washington State Cougars or the NCAA would
have to find another team to replace Minnesota.
The 99 players that decided to boycott the football events met with the University’s Athletic director to talk over things and the team came to realize that
the ten players were not going to be reinstated plus they would be losing their
opportunity to play in a bowl game. As a result of this, the boycott ended on
December 17th, while the several parties decided that the team would go back
to their regular schedule while the other ten players would get a fair hearing in
their sexual assault case while also having the support of the University.
Although the Minnesota football team does not support disrespectful actions toward women, they wanted their teammates to have a fair chance at justice. As a result of the case, it was concluded that six of the ten players were
involved in the incident itself, none of the players were arrested, and the no
charges were pressed based off of the “insufficient” evidence which will lead to
the ten players being reinstated.
The students at the University that disagreed with the boycott got together
on Saturday to support “#standwithsurvivors.” In response, the football team
announced that they have questions about why certain players were suspended,
but the players can agree that all men and women should be treated with the
utmost of respect at all times.

Blake Powell
Sports Editor

Basketball is a game of hot streaks and our team is on a
three game winning streak which puts us at a 4-3 overall
record while going 3-1 in the conference. Rose-Hulman currently sits tied for second place in the conference with Mt.
St. Joseph and Anderson while Hanover is in first place. It
has been a great start to the season so don not be surprised
to keep hearing of more wins from our team.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

1

2

FINAL

ROSE-HULMAN

39

39

77

TRANSYLVANIA

34

36

70

Standout Performers
Charlie Aimone– 19 points, 5 rebounds, 1 assists
Collin Wojcik– 21 points, 6 rebounds, 2 assists
John Czarnecki– 14 points, 7 rebounds, 2 blocks
Ben Chasteen– Carried the equipment bag and the team
on his back

RHIT Women’s Basketball
Blake Powell
Sports Editor

Rose-Hulman’s Women's basketball team is dominating the season 9-2, while staying undefeated in
conference play. Our team is currently winning the
conference which they were unanimously predicted to
Blake Powell
win before the season began. The Fightin’ Engineers
Sports Editor
also upset The Maroons of Chicago which were getThe University of Kentucky versus the University of North Carolina was ting votes to be ranked in the Nation’s Top 25 polls.
one of the biggest games this week and potentially of the whole season. Kentucky and North Carolina have gone way back as they both have historically
1
2
3
4
FINAL
been dominant teams that love to compete for the National Championship. WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Kentucky has appeared in 17 Final Four games as North Carolina has been in
ROSE-HULMAN
14 11 16
19
60
19 Final Four games; Kentucky has won 8 National titles which puts them at
second most in history while North Carolina has won 5 and is tied for the third
TRANSYLVANIA
14 16 12
9
51
most titles in history. So whenever these two teams cross paths, the tension
raises and emotions rise as both teams prepare to play.
These two teams faced off this previous Saturday in a 5:45 pm game in Las
Vegas. Kentucky was ranked 6th in the country while North Carolina was Ally Bromenschenkel– 14 points, 5 rebounds, 1 assist
ranked 7th. The game went to the wire as literally one shot could have changed Abby Bromenschenkel– 16 points, 4 rebounds, 3 steals
the outcome of this game at almost any time in the game. Kentucky took a 103 - Taylor Graham– 10 points, 5 rebounds, 1 steal
100 win over North Carolina from the help of Malik Monk in his 47 point game.
Kentucky was trailing by two with less than thirty second to go until Malik
Monk took a daring shot that worked out in his favor to give Kentucky three
points and the lead by one. North Carolina had very little time left so they
called a time-out, tried to call a play, and was desperate for any type of score
but it didn’t work in their favor which lead to a couple of free throws for Kentucky which extended their lead to three. North Carolina proceeded to try to
score as they became frustrated because they could not get their star player,
Justin Jackson, the ball for the game winning shot.
Kentucky could not be any more excited for the rest of their season as Malik
Monk has proven himself to be ready to carry this young basketball team as he
has scored over twenty points in a majority of their games and he has broken
the record for Kentucky for points in a game. With the win over North Carolina, the only big game on the Kentucky schedule appear to be a rivalry game
versus the University of Louisviille and the University of Kansas.
College fanatics will be looking forward to these games as they will help The Fightin’ Engineers basketball players-John Czarpredict the outcome of the NCAA tournament where 64 teams compete for one necki and Ben Chasteen.
National Championship.

Malik Monk carries Kentucky

Standout Performers

Photo by Rose-Hulman Athletics

Intramural Standings
GP STREAK

Volleyball

STANDING

TEAM NAME

W

L

T

Fiji B

3

0

0

3

W3

1st

Cat Salads

3

0

0

3

W3

1st

Triangle B

2

1

0

3

W1

3rd

Pike Garnet

1

2

0

3

L1

4th

ATO B

1

2

0

3

L2

SigmaNu

1

2

0

3

Delta Sig

1

2

0

Pike Gold

0

3

0

TEAM NAME

W

L

T

GrandTheftRondo

3

0

0

3

W3

1st

BSBreak Yo Ankles

3

0

0

3

W3

HoopsDidItAgain

2

0

0

2

Monstars

1

1

0

BetaSigmaBeta

1

1

TakeAShot4Haram

0

Scharpenballers
Deming2D

TEAM NAME

W

L

T

GP

STREAK

STANDING

StayLow

3

0

0

3

W3

1st

4th

OurNameWasn’tAp-

3

0

0

3

W3

2nd

L2

4th

BSBlockParty

2

1

0

3

W2

2nd

3

W1

4th

That’s WhatSheSet

2

1

0

3

W2

2nd

3

L3

8th

DO4Harambe

2

1

0

3

W2

2nd

STANDING

PopAVolley

1

2

0

3

L2

2nd

WestSets

1

2

0

3

L2

22

1st

Heads, Shouldes
Mees and Toes

1

2

0

3

L2

7th

W2

3rd

SetToKill

0

3

0

3

L3

7tht

2

W1

4th

DadJeans

0

3

0

3

L3

7th

0

2

L1

4th

3

0

3

L2

6th

0

2

0

2

L3

6th

0

3

0

3

L3

6th

GP STREAK

Residence B

Residence B

Greel B

Basketball

Flipside

8
Fact of the Week

1. Figure out where your classes are
2. Remember to write <insert year>
on homework
3. Stop making jokes about homicide

The Aurora Ice Hotel in Alaska was made entirely
of ice. Ice walls, ceiling, beds, bar, barstools, even
martini glasses were made of ice. It was closed by
the fire marshal for not having smoke detectors.

4. Stop committing homicide
5. Make everyone else gain 10 lbs.
(I’m definitely losing weight)
6. Free Nova-Scotia
7. 1080p
8. Make “that’s what he said” jokes a
thing
9. Start a cult
10. Sleep more than one hour in four
days
11. Take a shower (one’ll do)
12. Disconnect coffee IV drip
13. Build a bomb shelter
14. Stick to 10 resolutions

WACKY PROF
QUOTES
“And you’re going to write in English in
documents –Word documents.”
-Dr. Laxer
You mean I can’t write in Spanish using
Libre Office? Darn...
“You don’t log on to Facebook to interact with the database, you log onto Facebook to stalk other people.”
-Dr. Johan
I just wanted to know where they were
on July 7th, 2003 and what they were
doing and who they were with...
“And then Cary will take a bottle of wine
to the list and assign teams over the
weekend…”
-Dr. Laxer
I’m getting a weird sense of déjà vu.
“The NSA weren’t the first people to listen in on phone calls. Switchboard operators did it long before then.”
-Dr. Miller
They did it before it was cool… so you’re
saying switchboard operators were
hipsters?

Did your prof say something hilarious or
just great out of context? We want to
here about it! Send your quotes with
who said it to thorn-flipside@rosehulman.edu.
Welcome back to the Flipside! It’s me again, Lauren Santichen, bringing you another wonderful issue and a Break Countdown Update: 2 more days until break! I’m
planning to leave around noon after my last class. Still need to get presents for everyone… :/ Anyway, if you have any comments or questions, feel free to send an
email To: Thorn Flipside. I’m always looking for some new material, especially comic ideas and wacky prof quotes. I have completely run out! It’s an atrocity! -LLS

